Three Ways to Search for Calvin Trillin in *The New Yorker*

1) Directly via the web to his New Yorker Contributor page:
   http://www.newyorker.com/magazine/bios/calvin_trillin/search?contributorName=calvin%20trillin

2) Via Lexis Nexis:
   These 379 items on his *New Yorker* contributor page are mostly abstracts, like this one about Canadian Poutine, though it does give a sense of the page and its appearance:
   And you can find his podcast on Poutine:

   To find the full text, go to LexisNexis searching directly within *The New Yorker*. If you are not using a campus computer, then you will be prompted to sign in with your ONID to gain access. However, the full text does not resemble the magazine page.
   http://www.lexisnexis.com.proxy.library.oregonstate.edu/hottopics/lnacademic/?shr=t&sfi=AC00NBGenSrch&csi=237442

3) A direct Google search of “Calvin Trillin” “New Yorker” also leads directly to some full text, such as: “Letter from Ecuador: Speaking of Soup. The culinary approach to Spanish”. by Calvin Trillin September 5, 2005. Read more
   http://www.newyorker.com/archive/2005/09/05/050905fa_fact#ixzz1HiXhSYex